
High-End Features, Competitive Pricing: 
Your Partner in Shipping and 
Freight Forwarding
Experience the transformative power of 20High and 
elevate your logistics operations to new heights. Our 
robust, cloud-based Transportation Management 
System (TMS) is crafted to perfection, aiming to opti-
mize your transportation processes while driving 
down costs significantly. Packed with an array of pre-
mium features like real-time in-transit tracking, auto-
mated invoice audit, 3D load plan optimization and 
more, 20High delivers an unmatched level of service 
at a competitive price point. 

Not just a TMS; We provide solutions that matter to YOU!

20High is available in the format that 
suits you best!

Choose our Cloud-based SaaS Solution or opt for our 
convenient TMS-in-a-box On-premise Solution.

Trailblazing 
Transport Management System
for All Businesses !

Save up to 20% 
on annual logistics 
costs: Harness our 
cutting edge technology. 
Improve operational
efficiency & customer 
satisfaction.

Our Partners :

www.20high.com sales@20high.com
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A truly "à la carte" TMS - You pay only for the features you need.



How can 20High streamline your logistics

Achieve higher Order Accuracy and optimize shipments with 
our advanced Auto Order Consolidation

Use our 3D Load Optimization solution and stop spending on 
wasted spaces on trucks or containers

Boost up your On-Time delivery competence by Live Tracking 
of shipments with our Real-Time Visibility technology

Our Facebook Chatbot provides customers with 
real-time updates about shipments    

Discover the perfect carrier match with our Carrier 
Recommendation Engine     

Ensure accurate and error-free invoice processing with 
Automated Freight Audit

Experience User-friendly and Intuitive interfaces with 
pre-set configurations for swift adoption

Enhance communication and response with our Instant 
Messenger for immediate logistics partner connectivity
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20High's Legacy
20High is empowered by ESSPL, a renowned software services provider with over 25 years of experience in delivering superior automation, 
optimization, and visibility services the supply chain and logistics industry. Partnering with ESSPL brings the assurance of a seasoned ally, 
with a demonstrated history of creating differentiated customer experiences through intelligent technologies.

Bhubaneswar (India)  
+91 (674) 710-6000

Bengaluru (India)
+91 98535 62145

London (UK)
+44 (0) 333-305-0971

Michigan (US)
+1 (248) 675-1171
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Improve delivery predictability with 
Real Time In-Transit Visibility

Minimize number of
shipments by Auto Order

Consolidation

Increase utilization
by 3D Load

Optimization

Find best carrier Using 
Carrier Recommendation 
Engine

Detect discrepancies 
faster by Automated 
Invoice Audit

Enhance Customer Experience with 
Self-Service Customer Visibility
Portal & Facebook Chatbot


